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Making a Star Map

poal - Make a star map that will help you develop the skills you will need to find
constellations in the night sky.

Introduction
Identifying stars can be tricky because they
change position from month to month. Some
stars are visible all year round and others are
never visible to people in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. Using a star map can help you locate
and identify stars by acting as a year-round
guide to the stars you should be able to see.

Apparatus
- SCIssors

Materials
-star map template
- tape
-manila file folder
- glue

What to Do

Part A: Assembling the Star Map Holding
1. Cut out the star map holder template and

glue it to a manila file folder, aligning the
left edge with the fold. Tape along the bot-
tom edge as indicated on the template.

2. Cut the front and back of the file folder
along the lines of the template. Cut out the
large oval window in the centre, following
the dotted line that approximates your lati-
tude. Finally, cut out the little window
near the SOUTH label.

3. Cut out the star wheel, glue it to a piece of
manila file folder and insert it into the
holder.

Part B: Using the Star Map
1. Dial the wheel until the date and current

time align. Allow for Daylight Savings
Time in the summer by setting the wheel to
be an hour less than the clock time.

2. Hold the wheel overhead, with the NORTH
end pointed north. Stars in the centre of the
window will be directly overhead. Stars
near the edges are lower near the horizong.

3. Attempt to spot the constellations that the
star map shows in the sky. It helps to iden-
tify the Big Dipper and Cassiopeia first to
give you an idea of the sizes of the constel-
lations compared to the sizes shown on the
map.

The most obvious seasonal constellations are:
. Winter: Orlon, Taurus, the Pleiades.Spring: Leo, Virgo
. Summer: Sagittarius (near horizon) and Vega

(overhead)
. Fall: the great square of Andromeda and triangle

of Pe gas us.

4. To find the constellation the Sun is in, rotate
the wheel so that the correct date is shown in
the window near the SOUTH label. The
Sun will be where a line running through the
map's NORTH and SOUTH points crosses
the ecliptic, the dotted line running through
the constellations.

5. Set the date in the SOUTH window to your
birthday. Would the Sun be in the constella-
tion that you expected from your astrologi-
cal sign? See the Did you Know? On page
525 of SCIENCE-POWERTM9to understand
why it may not be where you expect.
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Making a Star Map

Star Map Holder Template
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